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This is a school with a long tradition of academic
and creative excellence, where we seek to inspire,
empower and challenge each girl to be herself.
The girls are well grounded, confident and
independent, keen to make a positive difference in
the world. They are proud of their school, and they
value kindness and laughter, fun and friendship.
With a rich and varied co-curricular programme,
and a strong emphasis on charitable activities,
the girls enjoy being part of a warm, supportive and
vibrant community, where they can express their
passion for learning, and for life.
Our parents say this, our girls and staff say this too.
Come and visit us and you’ll see why.

Junior School (Reception to Year 6)

The School Day

Teaching and Learning

The school day begins at 8.30am
when girls join their class teacher for
registration. This is followed by a
whole school assembly and lessons
begin at 9.00am. Junior girls eat their
lunch in the dining room (at an earlier
and separate time to the senior girls).
They enjoy freshly cooked food made
on site by our own catering staff.
Menus are varied and there is always
a vegetarian option and plenty of
salads and fruit.

Reception
Each Reception class is taught by
a teacher specialising in this age
group who has the help of a teaching
assistant. The two Reception
classrooms are generously equipped
with educational games and toys
and have an outside play area.

School ends at 3.15pm for Reception
and Year 1 and 3.20pm for Years 2-6.
An after-school club, run by school
staff, operates each evening until
6pm. It can be used on a regular or an
occasional basis.
At lunch time and after school girls
might be involved in working on an
end of term production, a choir or
orchestra rehearsal or practice for a
sports match. They can also take part
in a range of clubs and societies.
Exactly what is on offer varies from
term to term and from year group to
year group, but typically includes:
chess, art, craft clubs, running,
swimming, gardening, netball, dance,
yoga, and science. You will receive
regular updates on what is available
for your daughter.
Girls are set regular homework. This
begins with reading in Reception and
by Year 6 girls will have some work to
do each evening. However, we know
girls’ days are busy and we believe
they need time to relax or take part in
other activities after school, so the
amount set is always reasonable.
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For the first two weeks of the school
year our new Reception girls attend
school for just a few hours each day,
gradually building up to a full school
day. This allows them to become
familiar with their new school and
new routines.
Curriculum
The timetable for all year groups
incorporates the national curriculum
as a minimum and its levels of
attainment are achieved and
exceeded at every stage. The
timetable includes art, music, drama,
dance and PE with specialist
teachers for science, PE, class music,
languages and ICT. Girls learn
Mandarin from Year 1 onwards. There
are extra-curricular clubs for those
who would like to learn French
and German.
We have developed an integrated
approach to our curriculum which,
as well as giving full attention to
numeracy, literacy and individual
subjects, focuses learning for each
term around a theme. This allows girls
to develop real depth of knowledge
and additional skills such as
undertaking independent research,
analysing results, interpreting
information and preparing

presentations. They go on many trips
to places that relate to the subjects
they are studying and visiting
speakers come into school.
Whatever subject is being taught, and
whatever a girl’s age, we encourage
creativity, an enquiring attitude, and
independent thinking.

Pastoral Care

Moving On

The Junior School is a friendly,
close‑knit community; girls know they
can talk to all adults within the school,
and they do. Throughout the school
they are taught primarily by their class
teacher who is also responsible for
their pastoral care. Class teachers
develop a warm relationship with the
girls and their parents. Our ‘open
door’ policy means that you can easily
come and talk to us about any
concerns you have.

We expect that girls joining the Junior
School will move on through to the
Senior School, and in the spring term
of Year 5, the overwhelming majority
of girls receive an unconditional,
confirmed offer of a place in Year
7 of the Senior School. Our own
Junior school girls do not sit the 11+
entrance exam.
Very occasionally, after discussion
with the head of the Junior School,
the Head may advise parents that a
move to the Senior School may not be
the right course of action. Discussion
will have already taken place between
the parents and the head of juniors
and their daughter’s class teacher. In
all cases, our concern is to reach the
best decision and choice of senior
school for each girl.

You are providing our daughter with a
fantastic education – she is blossoming
in your care. Thank you!
Parent
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Senior School (Year 7 to Year 13)

Sixth Form (Years 12 and 13)

Joining us in Year 7

A Levels

Sixth Form Life

University Applications

Girls usually take 3 A levels (a fourth
may be taken in exceptional
circumstances). Currently the subjects
on offer are: Art, Biology, Computer
Science, Chemistry, Design and
Technology, Drama and Theatre
Studies, Economics, English
Language, English Literature, French,
Geography, German, Greek
(Classical), History, History of Art,
Latin, Mandarin, Mathematics, Further
Mathematics, Music, Physics, Politics,
Psychology, Philosophy of Religion
and Ethics, and Spanish.

Sixth Formers are based in our Sixth
Form Centre where facilities include
seminar rooms, a careers library,
spacious common room with an
outdoor area for relaxing, a café and a
multi-gym. The Head of Sixth Form,
her Deputy and the team of sixth form
tutors are on hand to ensure that girls
get the most from the sixth form
experience which mixes freedom with
responsibility and is an ideal stepping
stone to the independence of
university life.

The Head of Sixth Form, the Director
of University Applications, and the
Head of Careers supported by a team
of experienced tutors, ensure that
every girl receives the best possible
information on the subjects and
institutions in which she is interested.
Practice interviews are arranged so
that girls know what to expect and
Old Girls come back to school to talk
about university life and their
experience of particular courses.

About half of the girls joining us in
Year 7 come from maintained and
independent schools across west
London and a roughly equal number
come up from our Junior School.
We have a range of special activities
and programmes in the first few
weeks to make sure everyone settles
in quickly and all girls in Year 7 have
an older girl from Year 12 or Year 13 as
a mentor or ‘big sister’ who can give
practical help and support.
Throughout Year 7 we work closely
with the girls to help them organise
themselves and navigate the
challenges of the busy school day,
new friends and the exciting
extra-curricular activities on offer.

Pastoral Care
Pastoral care is at the heart of
everything we do at NHEHS. Key
figures in your daughter’s pastoral
care are her Form Tutor and Head of
Year. The Head of Lower School has
special responsibility for the pastoral
well-being of girls in Years 7 and 8
and in ensuring they make a smooth
transition to Senior School. The whole
system is overseen by the Deputy
Head – Pastoral. The Head also takes
a personal interest in the care and
welfare of all pupils and teaches all
girls in Year 7 in their first term
When your daughter joins the Senior
School she will become a member of
one of three houses. This will give her
the opportunity to meet girls in other
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forms and year groups. The Houses
are run by girls in Year 12 and friendly,
light-hearted competitions between
Houses, including the exuberant
House Shout, and competitions in
music, public speaking, debating and
sports bring everyone together.

The Curriculum
Years 7–9
We cover the core requirements of
the National Curriculum, but learning
in all subjects goes well beyond this.
As well as mathematics, English,
history, geography, languages and
sciences your daughter will have
timetabled lessons in art, drama,
music, religious studies, PE and sport,
computer science and design
technology. Each year group also has
a specially designed Personal, Social,
Health, Citizenship and Economic
Education Programme (PSHCEE).
Currently in Year 7, all girls study
Mandarin for a year. European
languages are taught in a carousel
system, so girls study French, German
and Spanish language and culture for
half a term at a time, with this then
repeating, to give them a term of each
language in total. In Mandarin there
are ab initio classes for those who are
new to the language and there is a
group for those who have studied
Mandarin before. In Year 8, girls
choose any two of the four languages
they have studied in Year 7 and
continue with these two languages
through Year 9. Latin is introduced
in Year 8.

Years 10 and 11 (GCSE Years)
All girls take English and English
literature, mathematics and all three
sciences leading to either the Triple
award or the Dual award. In addition,
they choose four other subjects from
a wide range and including at least
one modern foreign language and a
humanities subject. The choice on
offer includes Latin, Classical Greek,
modern languages; (French, Spanish,
Mandarin and German), drama, art,
music, religious studies, geography,
history, computer science, and design
technology.
Girls are prepared for either GCSE or
iGCSE, depending on the subject, and
we choose examination boards which
provide the most interesting and
stimulating syllabi.
Sport, PE, RS, Ethics and PSHCEE are
part of the non-examined timetable
and girls are encouraged to continue
to follow extra-curricular interests and
take an active part in school societies,
sports teams and clubs. Year 11 girls
attend, with the sixth form, a weekly
lecture programme which features
inspirational sports men and women,
speakers on medical ethics, writers,
politicians, charity leaders and figures
from the worlds of business and the
arts. This list of speakers also
regularly features a number of NHEHS
alumnae which adds an extra
dimension and level of interest.

Girls also have the opportunity to
extend and broaden their A Level
studies by completing the AQA
Extended Project Qualification in Year
12. Our sixth form programme of
electives, lectures and seminars
provide breadth and depth beyond
the examined curriculum and a rich
variety of trips, visits and workshops
are on offer in all subjects. PE and
sport remain part of everyone’s
timetable.

There is a specific UCAS preparation
programme for all girls, with guided
preparation, support and extension
classes for those interested in
Oxbridge entry or entry to any highly
competitive courses such as
medicine. In addition, all Sixth
Formers have access to programmes
and conferences organised by the
GDST which are designed to
complement the support provided by
the school. These include preparation
courses for university entrance tests,
a range of masterclasses and taster
days and an annual Oxbridge
Conference.
Full details on the Sixth Form at
NHEHS can be found on our website
or in our Sixth Form Prospectus which
is available online or from the
Admissions department by emailing:
admissions@nhehs.gdst.net
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A Richer Education

Extra-Curricular
All year groups benefit from numerous
additional activities to support and
enrich the curriculum. We make the
most of London’s museums, galleries,
theatres and historic sites and run an
extensive programme involving trips
abroad and in this country.
There is a huge number of clubs, run
by staff or Sixth Formers, for different
age groups. Your daughter will be
given a timetable of what is available
each term for her age group and
updated lists are published each term
on Firefly, our student and parent
portal.
Many activities revolve around music,
drama, art and sport. Anyone may
audition for school productions or
apply to work behind the scenes.
There are choirs for all ages, two
orchestras and numerous instrumental
groups which rehearse at lunchtime
or after school. Throughout the year
there are concerts both in school
and at other venues.

Debating and public speaking are
popular and we run clubs and enter
teams for various debating
competitions and Model United
Nations events. The school has a
flourishing Young Enterprise
programme with competitions for girls
in Year 9 as well as for Sixth Formers.
Our own staff run a range of
recreational and competitive sports
clubs for different ages at lunch time
or after school. These vary according
to the time of year but might include
hockey, netball, tennis, rounders,
athletics, football, cricket, cross
country, gymnastics and swimming.
Our superb new sports facilities have
opened up additional opportunities in
trampolining, dance, badminton,
basketball, yoga, tag rugby,
self-defence and zumba with some
of these clubs being taught by visiting
experts. There are trials for those
wishing to represent their school
and we field a large number of teams
in hockey, netball, rounders, tennis,
cross country, water-polo and
swimming. Older girls have the
chance to prepare for a sports
leadership award or to train as a pool
life guard, qualifications which mean
they are able to help run sports clubs
for the younger girls.

Leadership

Careers Advice

Alumnae Networks

The Parents’ Guild

As the girls move up the school,
they are encouraged shape and lead
their school and will be offered many
opportunities to developing
responsibility, teamwork and
leadership skills. Girls can get
involved with the school magazine,
run a club – or start one – help to
produce school productions and in in
the Sixth Form, girls can apply to be
Subject Representatives, the Games
Captain, or even as Head Girl.

Specialist careers advice is
available to all pupils at any stage.
A programme of annual events and
support begins with the spectacular
Careers Convention organised by the
NHEHS Parents’ Guild’s Careers
Committee. This is open to girls from
Year 9 upwards and typically includes
representatives from over 70
occupations and professions.

At the end of Year 13 our Sixth
Formers automatically become
members of the NHEHS Old Girls’
Association. The OGA offers
networking opportunities, social
events and many informal ways for
girls to keep in touch with each other
and the school.

All parents automatically become
members of the Parents’ Guild which
makes a huge contribution to the
school community.

Helping Others
Each form chooses a charity and
devises imaginative ways of raising
money for it, often securing the good
tempered involvement of staff in
lunchtime events and shows. You can
read more about their efforts and the
causes they support on our on our
website or by following us on Twitter
where there are regular updates on
charity events.

This is a happy and hard-working school where our
daughters are encouraged to make the most of the
fantastic opportunities available to them.
Parent
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There is a comprehensive, up‑to‑date
careers library run by the Head of
Careers. A full assessment with
psychometric tests is available before
A Level subjects are chosen. This is
arranged through Inspiring Futures
formerly known as the Independent
Schools’ Careers Organisation (ISCO).
Everyone is encouraged to undertake
some work experience and we ask
students to give us feedback about
their placements. Sixth Formers
applying for internships are offered
advice and support. They also have
access to the unique schemes run by
the GDST in conjunction with Nomura,
HSBC, Barclays and Rolls Royce
which offer opportunities to learn
about the corporate world, develop
people skills and build links for
potential graduate opportunities.
NHEHS has a dedicated Director of
University applications who will guide
your daughter through the UCAS
process. The GDST also offer a range
of conferences which cover for
example university applications for
particular subjects such as medicine,
architecture or engineering or offer
the opportunity to meet and network
with alumnae studying or working in
particular fields.

All current and former sixth form
students automatically belong to the
unique GDST-wide alumnae network.
This offers unparalleled opportunities
for advice and mentoring from women
who were themselves students at
GDST schools and who share the
ethos of the Trust schools.

It is active in both the Junior School
and the Senior School and parents
of new girls are encouraged to get
involved or to attend some of the
social activities it runs. As well as
running a wide range of events, giving
parents the chance to meet informally
and make friends, the Parents’ Guild
raises large sums of money for special
school projects and for the Bursary
Fund.

Through these networks introductions
can be made to former NHEHS or
Trust students who are already at a
particular university, or who are firmly
established in a career. Help may also
be given organising work placements.
Networking events are held in school
throughout the year, offering a wide
range of networking opportunities
and career advice across a wide
range of industries.
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Results and Destinations

Admissions
You are very welcome to contact the Admissions department at any time
and more information on the admissions process is given on our website.

Results

Destinations of Leavers

Open Days

Our girls achieve outstanding success in public
examinations. Data for recent years for both A Levels and
GCSE is given below and results by subject can be found
on our website.

Our Sixth Formers apply successfully to university
either in Year 13 or in the year immediately following
their A Level examinations.

For Entry in September 2021
We would normally be holding a
number of open days in the Autumn,
however as a result of the current
situation we are continuing to review
the government guidance to see what
is possible. We are scheduling a
number of virtual open days, for up to
date information please take a look at
the admissions section of our website.

Year

A Level %
A*/A/B grades

A Level %
A* grades

GCSE %
A*/A grades

2020

90%*

34%*

93%*

2019

84%

23%

89%

2018

94%

26%

91%

2017

86%

20%

89%

2016

90%

33%

91%

*A*-A equivalent – 9-7 grades
*2020 grades were Centre Assessed Grades
Destinations of this years’ leavers can be found on
our website.

The success of our university preparation programme
is shown by the extremely wide range of courses and
universities our girls go on to. These include Oxbridge
and the highly selective Russell Group universities
(typically over 85% of candidates in any year). In most
years there will also be some girls who go on to an
Art Foundation Course, usually at one of the London
colleges, before going on to apply for a degree course.
The over whelming majority secure places at their first
choice institution. In 2020 our girls went on to study
subjects as varied as Biomedical Sciences at Bath,
Modern and Medieval Languages at Cambridge,
Mathematics at Durham, Architecture at Brighton,
Physics at Oxford, Psychology at Kings College London,
Spanish and History at Edinburgh, Veterinary Science
at Bristol to English at UCL.
A full list for the 2020 Leavers can be found on the
Destinations pages of our website.

Our daughter is just about to leave Year 13 and
is heading for university with an open mind, broad
interests and her passion for learning intact.
Parent
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Junior School
4+ (Reception)
Applications for registration are
accepted from birth but the deadline
for registration is the first week of
November in the year preceding the
September in which a girl would join
Reception. There are 40 places in two
classes and entry is selective. The
offer of a place is based on an
assessment which, for the Reception
classes, takes the form of an informal
‘play’ assessment in small groups of
up to four children. At this stage we
do not expect girls to have had any
formal previous education or knowledge.
Assessments take place in late
November and early December and we
aim to offer places before Christmas.
Years 3 / 4 / 5
There are a few additional places
available for Year 3 entry, and
sometimes for Year 4 and Year 5. Girls
sit a formal entrance test in English,
Maths and reasoning. An entrance
test will be held on Friday 15 January
2021 to test for any vacancies in these
year groups, for entry in September
2020. The deadline for registration is
16 December 2020.

Occasional places
We do also sometimes have places
available at other times of year and in
the lower year groups. Admission will
be by tests or interview suitable for
the year group applied for. Please
contact the Admissions department
for more information on availability of
places.

Occasional places
Occasional places may arise in other
years and admission will be by tests
and interview suitable for the year
group being applied for. Please
contact the Admissions department
for more information on availability of
places before sending your
application.

Siblings
Most siblings join us at Notting Hill but
acceptance is not automatic and is
always based on assessment.

16+ (Year 12)
Entrance is selective and based on
subject-specific written papers,
interviews in the chosen A Level
subjects, and a reference with details
of predicted GCSE grades from the
student’s current school.

Senior School
11+ (Year 7)
The deadline for registrations is 18
November 2020, for entry to Year 7 in
September 2021.
For entrance testing purposes Notting
Hill & Ealing High School is part of the
London 11+ Consortium. The entrance
examination comprises a bespoke
cognitive ability test of 75 minutes,
incorporating verbal, non-verbal and
mathematics questions. The
examination for 2021 entry will take
place on Friday 8 January 2021. All
girls applying to NHEHS will also be
interviewed.

The written tests for entry in
September 2021 will take place in the
week beginning 16 November 2020,
with selected candidates invited back
for interview the following week.
There is some flexibility for testing
and interviewing at other times of the
year. Offers of places are conditional
upon GCSE grades.
Please see the Sixth Form Prospectus
or our website for more information.

Interviews are usually held in January.
Offers of places will be sent out to
families on Thursday 11 February 2021
and the deadline for acceptances is
Wednesday 3 March 2021 at 12 noon.
More information on the London 11+
Consortium and further details
regarding the entrance test, including
sample questions, can be found in the
Admissions section of our website.
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Fees and Bursaries

Fees per term for
2020/21
Junior School

£4,938

Senior School

£6,404

The fees include the regular curriculum,
school books, stationery and other
materials. In the Senior School they
cover public examination fees, the
costs of careers planning and testing
provided by Inspiring Futures in Year 10
and lifetime membership of the NHEHS
Old Girls’ Association and the GDST
Alumnae Network. The GDST reviews
fees each year and any changes for
the academic year 2021/22 will be
published in April 2021.

Lunches
Fees do not include the cost of school
lunches. Girls from Reception to Year
9 (inclusive) must have school lunches.
The cost is added to the fees invoice.
Cost of lunch per term for 2020/21
Reception to Year 3

£225 per term

Year 4 to Year 6

£240 per term

Year 7 to Year 9

£240 per term

Scholarships

Trips

Bursaries

Scholarships

Fees do not include the cost of trips.
In the Junior School and the Senior
School an additional amount per pupil
will appear on the annual invoice. For
2020-2021 this is £90.00. This covers
all trips, except residential ones and
some evening theatre visits. You will
be notified about these separately.

Means-tested bursaries are available
in the Senior School, for entry to Year 7
and the Sixth Form, and can cover up
to 100% of the fees. Families who think
they may be eligible should indicate
this on the application form and they
will be sent details of how to log on to
the on-line GDST bursary application
system. Decisions on eligibility are
made centrally by the GDST and the
sum offered for any particular bursary
is awarded on a sliding scale,
depending on the family’s means.

Academic, Music and Sport
Scholarships are available to girls
applying for entry at 11+.

Other Costs
The fees do not cover:
• Regular or occasional use of the
Breakfast Club or After School Club.
• Fees for private music or drama
tuition or support lessons. In the
case of additional private tuition
(e.g. music, drama or support
lessons) parents make a contractual
arrangement with the teacher
concerned.
• Some extra-curricular clubs or sports
activities run by visiting experts.
Copies of the school’s payment terms
and conditions are available on
request. More information on fees and
payment schedules is available from
the Admissions department.

Places are always offered on the basis
of ability, regardless of bursary
application, so that parents can choose
to accept a place whether or not a
bursary is offered. There may be
insufficient funds to cover all eligible
families. In this case, bursaries will be
awarded in order of academic potential
as judged by the entrance procedure.
Money available for bursaries is limited,
so it is important that parents indicate
their interest at the time of application
and complete the on-line application
procedure in good time.
The deadline for bursary applications
to be submitted for 2021 entry is 18
November 2020.

Every parent would say they want their daughter
to develop into a happy and confident young woman.
At Notting Hill & Ealing they make it happen.

Academic Scholarships
All candidates applying for entry at 11+
are automatically considered for an
Academic Scholarship. These are
awarded to candidates showing
outstanding academic potential, and
selection is via performance in the
entrance examination and interview.
Our own Junior girls are also
considered for Academic
Scholarships when they join Year 7,
and awards are based on academic
performance and potential.
Music Scholarships
Candidates applying for Music
Scholarships at 11+ will normally be
performing at a minimum of Grade 4
or 5 standard on their main instrument
(which can include voice). The
Director of Music then selects the
candidates she wishes to see for
audition. Auditions are normally
held in late January and candidates
are asked to perform two contrasting
pieces on their main instrument
(or one piece on each of two
instruments). The audition also
includes some sight-reading and
aural tests.
The deadline for Music Scholarship
applications to reach us is 18
November 2020. Parents are also
requested to obtain and submit a
reference from their daughter’s
Director of Music or instrumental
teacher by this date.

Sport Scholarships
Candidates applying for Sport
Scholarships at 11+ can apply for the
following sports:
Athletics
Cricket
Netball
Tennis

Cross Country 		
Hockey
Swimming 			
Water Polo

At 16+, there are several Academic
Scholarships available, as well as
scholarships for Art, Drama, Music
and Sport. Candidates can also be
considered for an All-Rounder
Scholarship, awarded for all-round
achievement and potential.
More details are available in the Sixth
Form Prospectus.

Candidates can also apply for an
All-Rounder Sport Scholarship if they
are offering two or more sports from
those listed above.
Candidates are expected to be
playing at a minimum of club level in
their respective sport, and preference
is given to those who have shown the
potential to make the County or
equivalent system in the future.
The Director of Sport selects the
candidates she wishes to see for
assessment, which will normally take
place in January. The assessment is
comprised of general fitness tests and
each candidate will also be required
to demonstrate their chosen
scholarship sport or sports.
The deadline for Sport Scholarship
applications to reach us is 18
November 2020. Parents are also
requested to obtain and submit a
reference from their daughter’s coach
or sports teacher by this date.
All scholarship awards are usually
worth 10 - 15% of the fees, although
higher awards may be available for
exceptional candidates.

Good Schools Guide
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How to find us

Development and Facilities

Junior School
26 St Stephen’s Road
Ealing
London
W13 8HH
Senior School
2 Cleveland Road
Ealing
London
W13 8AX
Telephone: (020) 8799 8400
enquiries@nhehs.gdst.net
Admissions: (020) 8991 2165
admissions@nhehs.gdst.net

Ealing is served by excellent transport
links and the school is a 12-15 minute
walk from Ealing Broadway. Alternatively,
the 297 and E10 buses leave Ealing
Broadway every 5 minutes and stop
next to the school. The Central Line and
the District Line (and from 2020/21
Crossrail) plus many bus routes serve
Ealing Broadway, putting us within easy
reach of all parts of Ealing, Acton,
Chiswick, Hammersmith, Shepherds
Bush, Holland Park, Kew and other parts
of West London. We are also within
walking distance of West Ealing and
Castlebar Park mainline stations.
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The school runs a coach service to
and from some areas, with new routes
continually under review. Current routes
serve Central London, Hammersmith,
Shepherds Bush, Chiswick, Kew,
Richmond, Harrow, Wembley, Acton
and Ealing. If you would like more
information, please refer to the
Coach Travel Guide included with the
prospectus.
We encourage girls to cycle to school
and bike racks are available.

At NHEHS we continue to look at
ways to improve our facilities. Over
the last 10 years there has been
significant investment and this
culminated in the final stage of an
exciting £15 million project, that has
created a vibrant dynamic space
offering flexible facilities which have
open up opportunities in Sport,
drama, music and public speaking:

• A multi-function hall for assemblies,
whole-school gatherings, plays and
events;
• A four-court sports hall built to Sport
England standards;
• A 25 metre indoor swimming pool;
• A spectacular dance studio;
• A 100-seat theatre complete with
state-of-the-art lighting and sound.
• A music recital hall;
• A recording studio and music
practise rooms;
• A dedicated sixth form centre;
• A bright and airy dining room
• Refurbished science classrooms

As part of the development we have
also added an all-weather sports
surface which can be used by both
Junior and Senior School girls. The
main entrance to the school and the
library have also been redesigned to
provide welcoming, comfortable
places to socialise or study.
These buildings are stylish and full
of light and link beautifully with our
existing buildings transforming the
school. They have given us a series of
practical, flexible and well-designed
spaces that are benefitting each
of the girls who spend so many
hours here.
Finally, the garden, the green heart
of NHEHS, has been re-established
at the centre of the school, offering
a place to sit with friends, eat lunch
on a sunny day or simply to relax.

This information is believed to be correct
at the time of publishing, but it may
change and is not part of any contract
between parents and the GDST. It should
be read in conjunction with the other
information sent out to parents with the
prospectus brochure.
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Girls’ Day School Trust
Notting Hill and Ealing High School is part
of the GDST (Girls’ Day School Trust). The
GDST is the leading network of
independent girls’ schools in the UK, with
nearly 4,000 staff, and 20,000 students
between the ages of three and 18. As a
charity that owns and runs a network of 24
schools and two academies in England and
Wales, it reinvests all its income in its
schools. Founded in 1872, the GDST has a
long history of pioneering innovation in the
education of girls, and is the largest single
educator of girls in the UK and the UK’s
largest educational charity.

2 Cleveland Road
Ealing
London W13 8AX
020 8799 8400
020 8991 2165 (Admissions)
enquiries@nhehs.gdst.net

nhehs.gdst.net

Part of the GDST network
of schools
nhehs.gdst.net
The Girls’ Day School Trust
Registered Charity no. 306983
Registered Office
100 Rochester Row
London SW1P 1JP

